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Rzicznek: Pennsylvania
Yalobusha Review

F. D. Rzicznek

Pennsylvania
Wreckage: trees garbled and shattered,
mailboxes pretzeled into odd shapes,
telephone poles tossed like javelins,
as if an enormous child with clumsy hands
had stumbled through the landscape,
picking objects up at random
and then throwing them aside.
One house, really shack with carport,
lay flattened like a box and someone
said that the house had been painted
bright green and after the storm
not one speck was found.
As I drive the highway, thinking
of when I toured the tornado’s path
with my father and two of my uncles,
I am confronted with the unexpected
and impossible knowledge of horses
many of them, brown and black, flexing
like machines, years ago, down
this very stretch of plain nothing,
when there used to be nothing
and I can see now
everything slowly diminishing
back into itself:
the white and yellow lines slide
up into the can of paint,
the road’s rough tongue narrows
to a dirt path and then only forest.
By now my car has fallen apart, its metals
crawling back toward their origins,
and my clothes too, gone, until
I am left naked under trees that
are being sucked back into the stale winter grass
which itself recedes.
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Birds break back into their eggs,
mammals exhumed
from soil, bones growing
flesh, bodies getting smaller,
flying back up into
the wombs of their mothers.
All is exhausted.
Fog rises from the ditches natural as fire
to the severe quietude of the sky. I am alone
with only a memory of horses
coursing through me not unlike blood,
but more like beam of light
passing through wide window.
Around me, falling nearly green
in the morning hue, snow.
There were and were never horses running
like water
beneath these branches.
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